EverBlock
WE HELP YOU BUILD AMAZING THINGS

MODULAR PLASTIC BUILDING BLOCKS FOR ALL TYPES OF APPLICATIONS

Tents and Special Events • Dividers and Walls • Modular Furniture • STEM Education
Modular Buildings and Structures • Exhibits and Retail • Team Building

www.everblocklb.com
CREATE UNIQUE EVENT DECOR, FURNISHINGS, AND PLATFORMS FOR YOUR NEXT EVENT

With EverBlock you can create unique modular structures such as archways, hard tent walls, pillars, feature walls, room dividers, and customized furniture.

EverBlock is the world’s fastest and most flexible modular building system for designing and constructing all kinds of objects and event decor.

Colorful modular constructions can then be modified and reused at another event site, again and again.

The flexibility of EverBlock allows you to build all types and sizes of event furniture with only 4 different module types. Imagine the possibilities when you can create customized event furnishings that perfectly match an event space or need.

- Temporary event structures
- Decor, pillars, entryway’s and stylish objects
- Event furniture such as bars, benches, tables, etc
- Hard tent sidewall
  Interior tent walls
- Exhibits and displays
- Risers, platforms, podiums, and steps
- Illuminated objects
- Serving stations
- Concessions counters

USE EVERBLOCK TO BUILD THOUSANDS OF EVENT PRODUCTS
ROOM DIVIDERS AND MODULAR WALLS

USE EVERBLOCK TO RECONFIGURE SPACES, DIVIDE ROOMS AND ORGANIZE FLOW

The universality of the EverBlock system allows you to create all types of accent walls, portable room dividers, and modular walls, to re-shape spaces and change the look and feel of your room.

Whether you are a homeowner looking to create a room divider in a loft space or kids bedroom, a gym looking to provide a colorful and fun enclosure for a play or workout area, a special event looking to divide tents or ballrooms in an elegant fashion, or a sports facility that needs to partition athletic spaces, the versatility of EverBlock makes these types of projects a "snap".

With EverBlock you can make completely custom accent walls and room dividers that can vary in height, width, thickness, color, shape, or openings. Add semi-translucent blocks to allow light to enter or run LED lighting strips within the blocks to create illumination.

- Modular room dividers
- Loft space dividers
- Interlocking partitions
- Architectural accent walls
- Modular barriers
- Interlocking walls
- Cubicles
- Demountable walls
- Temporary and permanent enclosures
- Windscreens and visual blockers
- Pony walls
- Factory walls

CREATE PARTITIONS, MODULAR WALLS, ACCENT WALLS, AND STYLISH SPACE DIVIDERS
MODULAR EXHIBITS

SIMPLY BUILD EVEN THE MOST COMPLEX TRADE SHOW AND RETAIL DISPLAYS

With EverBlock™ you can build nearly any size modular trade show booth and create corporate branding solutions that are limited only by your imagination.

Using EverBlock to build intricate portable back walls, display niches, modular platforms, expandable podiums, ledges and all types of objects. Run power within the exhibition booth wall for lighting, screens, and other accessories, or illuminate display walls with LED lighting strips to create dramatic visual experiences.

Need different sized interlocking displays for different trade shows? No problem. EverBlock is modular, so you can reconfigure your display as necessary for the specific venue or exhibition.

- Trade show booths
- Interlocking Displays
- Expandable Podiums
- Retail displays
- Modular Exhibits
- Back drops and display walls
- Exhibition risers
- Sales and check-in counters

EASY TO TRANSPORT AND STORE

Because of EverBlock’s unique modular block design, you can transport your custom trade show booths and portable exhibits compactly and efficiently, minimizing shipping and drayage fees.

We offer rental and sale of a variety of colors, allowing you to mix and match as needed to meet event themes, match team or corporate colors and achieve your convention booth goals.

EverBlock is durable enough to support TVs and other items. Hang signage and other finishing materials from block walls as needed (proper construction is required).

For an exciting visual effect, or to spice up your display, adhere vinyl printed graphics to the EverBlock.

You can illuminate EverBlock from within and floodlight them from the front to create amazing effects.
CREATE ENTICING RETAIL DISPLAYS AND STORE FIXTURES

EverBlock is perfect for creating unique retail displays and for building customized store fixtures. Easily design tables, columns, display plinths, sales counters, display walls, backdrops, and nearly anything you might need for a retail store space.

STAND OUT AT TRADE SHOWS

With so many possible configurations, what type of pop-up display or exhibit you build is up to you. No matter what you build, your modular display is always re-configurable, always stores and ships compactly, is incredibly durable, and can be used outdoors or indoors.
STEM EDUCATION & TEAM BUILDING

EXPLORE PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN, ENGINEERING, AND MATH

EverBlock®’s life size modular building block system is a hands-on, fun and educational way to brighten up a STEM & STEAM classroom. Blocks allow children to explore principles of design, engineering, and mathematics in a fun and exciting way.

Imagine your students building bridges, houses, furniture, and endless more creations, all the while learning lateral thinking, how to think in 3 dimensions, and developing their problem solving, organizational, and planning skills.

TEAM BUILDING FOR ALL AGES

From collaborative builds that help build teams, such as the construction of oversized corporate logos, mosaics, furniture, and other objects; to word-scrambles, puzzles, and relay races, there are many ways to incorporate EverBlock in your next team building event.

CREATE EXPANDABLE, CHANGEABLE, AND TRANSPORTABLE STRUCTURES WITHOUT HEAVY EQUIPMENT OR TOOLS

Everblock™ is designed to be modular, so you can create a variety of temporary buildings and structures and change, expand, or disassemble them as required.

Blocks can be stacked, staggered and turned to create all types of modular buildings. From temporary offices to housing facilities, and from storage sheds to guard shacks, you can construct all types of customized structures to meet your specific needs.

You aren’t limited to any particular configuration or design and can construct buildings that vary according to specific site needs.

TEMPORARY BUILDINGS
UNIQUE PRODUCT FEATURES

Finishing Caps Create A Flat Top Surface
If you are looking for a smooth top surface for a table, countertop, or just to beautify your construction, our EverBlock Caps will cover the connector lugs and create a smooth top surface. Connector caps are available in all standard colors and you can match or compliment the colors of your construction.

Block Connections Can Be Enhanced With Reinforcement Pins
Add reinforcement pins to stabilize and strengthen taller walls or geometrically complex structures with cantilevers, etc. Pins are designed to fit inside existing block cable channels and provide additional friction and connection strength between blocks.

Additional Structural Support Can Be Added
EverBlock’s integrated 1/2” cable channel also accommodates standard sized metal re-bar, PVC, or wooden rod to provide additional support and to anchor blocks to the ground. This is ideal for larger construction projects, where there are taller or longer walls that need support.

Lintels For Doorways And Door Kits Can Be Easily Installed
Create an opening using the EverBlock Lintel piece or insert the EverBlock accordion Door Kit for additional privacy. The EverBlock Door Kit comes complete with a Lintel, track, and door and is easily installed with just a screwdriver.

Blocks Contain Integrated Cable Channels
Each 12” EverBlock contains 2 cable channels that allows you to run power cables, create illumination with LED lighting strips, or stabilize larger creations. 6” EverBlock’s contain one channel that aligns with one of the 12” blocks channels. Holes are 0.5” in diameter and can accommodate most conduit and cabling. Translucent white blocks are available, allowing you to create incredible lighting effects.

Integrated Shelving And Desks Can Be Added
EverBlock’s metal shelving is designed to nest securely over the connector lugs of blocks and allow you to create finishing furniture such as desks, shelving. Shelving may also be used for displays and flipped for use as lintels for doorways and windows.

Stabilizing Feet Available
Use the Stabilizing Leg to provide additional stability for your object by proving a wider base of support. Stabilizing Legs fit into EverBlock the same way the Anchoring Baseplate does but do not necessarily need to be bolts or staked to the ground below (but may be). Their width provides additional stability for your object.

ACCESSORIES

24” SHELF
36” SHELF
72” HALF SHELF (36”)
48” DESK TOP
48” LINTEL/SHELF
ACCORDION DOOR KIT
FOOT
PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

SIZES & WEIGHTS:
- Full-size block: 12”L x 6”W x 6”H (+1” for lugs): 2.2 lbs.
- Half-size block: 6”L x 6”W x 6”H (+1” for lugs): 1 lbs.
- Quarter-size block: 3”L x 6”W x 6”H (+1” for lugs): 0.5 lbs.
- Finishing cap block: 12”L x 6”W x 1.1”H - 0.29 lbs.

MATERIAL:
Hi-Impact Polypropylene Co-Polymer (“no-break”) with UV Inhibitors added for outdoor use. Recyclable.

COLORS:
We offer a wide palette of colors, enabling you to match design needs, corporate colors, event themes, or other color requirements. Mix and match colors as needed to build beautiful and dramatic creations.

*Metallic gold, metallic silver, and translucent blocks are also available. Custom colors available with minimum order quantities.

FIRE RATING:
UL94HB (Underwriters laboratory Yellow Card Number): signifying that EverBlock material embodies a slow burn rate of 2” per minute for a 2” wide by 0.5” in thickness test sample. Furthermore, UL94HB signifies that the material will not flare up when exposed to an open flame.

Hot wire ignition rating: 3

EASILY TRANSPORTABLE
Smaller shipments may be sent with small package parcel services such as UPS or FedEx.

For larger shipments, EverBlock modules stack neatly on pallets and can be shipped compactly via LTL (less than truckload), standard trucks, or overseas shipping containers.

Stack 24 blocks per row (4 blocks x 6 blocks) on traditional 40” x 48” pallets, up to 13 rows high, for a total of 312 blocks per standard pallet.

BLOCK SIZES
- Full Block
- Half Block
- Quarter Block
- Finishing Cap